
High-performance audio, low-key looks
Our installation-dedicated loudspeakers are acoustically 
and aesthetically matched, so whatever combination of  
products you select, your system looks as good as it 
sounds – blending into the architecture while filling the 
room with superior audio quality. 

Flexible options to suit your space and budget
We offer one of the industry’s largest portfolios of product 
options, a range of choices to precisely address spaces of 
every size and shape with uncompromising performance – 
from ceiling speakers to line arrays.

Get your message across clearly
Achieve a clean, natural-sounding mix for voices and music, 
with the highest intelligibility and even coverage across 
every seat.

Ease of use for trained staff or volunteers 
The audio performance was better than expected, with 
even coverage of all the seats across all frequency bands 
plus high speech intelligibility. Our solutions achieve the 
ideal balance of sophisticated performance and simple 
operation, via intuitive software control interfaces.

SOUND SYSTEM SOLUTIONS

MEDIUM UNIVERSITY AUDITORIUM
Listen to Learn, Here to Enjoy

The audio performance 
was better than expected, 
with even coverage of  
all the seats across all 
frequency bands plus 
high speech intelligibility.
 
– Kharkiv University, Ukraine
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MEDIUM UNIVERSITY  
AUDITORIUM
EXAMPLE FOR 500-800 SEATS

System overview
Two arrays of four EVA loudspeakers and a EVC-VI EN54 
certified center speaker serve as mains to cover the room, 
with low-frequency support from four EVA subwoofers.

System benefits
Line-array performance for an entry-level price.

Hidden internal rigging combines streamlined aesthetics 
with easy set up. 

Economic concept with up to six EVA modules driven from 
a single C series amp channel (optional attenuation module).

Control a multi-amplifier system remotely through one 
system software.

Integrate the audio with a control system with GPIO and 
remote on/off.

Flexible EVC-1122-VI EN54 as center speaker in a Left, 
Center, Right (LCR) setup, as main speaker for speech  
or connected to an EN54 Voice Alarm system for  
announcements.

ELECTRO-VOICE | LOUDSPEAKERS

8x EVA-2082S (mains)

4x EVA-2151D  (subs)

1x EVC-1122-VI EN54 (center)

DYNACORD | AMPLIFIERS

1x C3600FDi (mains)

2x C3600FDi (subs)

1x C1800FDi (center)

If you need it, we’ve got it
The EV-Innovation family of loudspeakers is designed to 
specifically meet the diverse requirements of installed  
education systems. EV-Innovation currently consists of  
five system formats: compact two-way (EVC), horn  
loaded (EVH), front loaded (EVF), line array (EVA) and  
ultra-compact (EVU). 

Models from each series may be mixed and matched for 
consistent performance across any installation, providing 
system designers with complementary building blocks to 
address the needs of a wide range of venues and  
acoustical challenges.


